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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

*
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to assist the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
its review of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3 relative to
the Three Mile Island event.
This report provides Southern California Edison Company's response for San
Onofre Units 2 and 3 to the September 27, 1979 letter from D. B. Vassallo of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to all pending operating license applicants.
Background

*)

()

This report to the NRC presents Southern California Edison Company's formal
response to the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force's Short Term Recommendations
as contained in NUREG-0578 and modified by the September 27, 1979 letter
identified above. Our initial assessment of the lessons learned from TMI was
voluntarily submitted to the NRC on August 16, 1979 in a report titled "Evalu
ation and Action Plan for San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3
Relative to the Three Mile Island Incident." That report documented SCE's
post-TMI review effort and listed the commitments and evaluations deemed
necessary in the areas of plant design and plant operations. The
implementation of these commitments has already begun.
Following the issuance of the September 27, 1979 NRC letter identified above,
this report was prepared to assist the NRC staff in their review of San Onofre
Units 2 and 3 by redrafting those sections of our initial report corresponding
to NUREG-0578 recommendations to conform to the NUREG-0578 format. This
report also addresses the additional TMI recommendations identified in the
September 27, 1979 letter.
The NRC clarifications to the lessons learned short term requirements
discussed in the November 9, 1979 letter from D. B. Vassallo to all pending
operating license applicants were also considered in the preparation of this
report.
Scope
Section 2 of this report responds to all TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force
Short Term Recommendations as contained in NUREG-0578 and modified and
clarified by the September 27, 1979 and November 9, 1979 letters identified
above. The organization of this section corresponds to the enumeration of
recommendations in NUREG-0578.
Section 3 of this report responds to additional recommendations for contain
ment instrumentation, reactor coolant system vents, and emergency plan
improvements as contained in Enclosures 3, 4 and 7 to the September 27, 1979
letter. The organization of this section is consistent with the position
requirements of Enclosures 3, 4 and 7.

1)
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Section 4 of this report discusses additional TMI-related items that are being
evaluated by Southern California Edison Company. Although these items were
not included in the NRC letter of September 27, 1979, SCE is proceeding with
evaluations of these items to determine the desirability of additional design
changes to San Onofre Units 2 and 3.
Section 5 of this report provides a summary of the implementation schedules
for the items discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4. Section 6 provides a summary
of the design criteria for station modifications which are being implemented
as discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4.
Southern California Edison Company was represented at the September 26, 1979
Las Vegas, Nevada Regional Meeting concerning TMI Short-Term Implementation
Action. In addition, the Company was represented at a series of Topical
Meetings concerning further clarification of the Onsite Technical Support
Center, Shift Technical Advisor, Relief and Safety Valve Performance Testing,
and Reactor Coolant System Venting held in Bethesda, Maryland October 10-12,
1979. The information contained in this report reflects consideration of the
NRC guidance provided in those meetings.
Summary
As discussed in this report, San Onofre Units 2 and 3 will comply with the
design intent of the positions presented in the September 27, 1979 NRC letter
discussed above. San Onofre Units 2 and 3 will also comply with the NRC
implementation schedule except for safety valve testing (Section 2.1.2) and
direct reactor vessel level indication (Section 2.1.3.b, Position 2).
Position 1).
Safety valve testing and reactor vessel level indication will be
implemented on the schedules agreed to in the generic resolutions meetings
with the NRC.
Details are discussed in Section 2 of this report.
This report demonstrates Southern California Edison Company's commitment to
respond to the NRC's recommendations concerning the Three Mile Island
incident. Southern California Edison will continue to monitor the activities
of industry and regulatory review groups to identify additional items which
should be considered in the design and operation of San Onofre Units 2 and 3.
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RESPONSE TO NUREG-0578 RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 2.1.1 -

Emergency Power Supply Requirements for the Pressurizer
Heaters, Power-Operated Relief Valves and Block Valves, and
Pressurizer Level Indicators in PWRs

A. Positions on Pressurizer Heater Power Supply
NRC Position 1:
The pressurizer heater power supply design shall provide the capability to
supply, from either the offsite power source or the emergency power source
(when offsite power is not available), a predetermined number of pres
surizer heaters and associated controls necessary to establish and maintain
natural circulation at hot standby conditions. The required heaters and
their controls shall be connected to the emergency buses in a manner that
will provide redundant power supply capability. (Schedule: Complete
implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The current design of the San Onofre Units 2 and 3 plant supplies two banks
is
of pressurizer heaters (200 kW/bank) with emergency power. The power
supplied from either the offsite power source or the onsite emergency
generators (when offsite power is not available) through the engineered
safety features (ESF) buses. The two banks of heaters are manually
operated using safety grade controls. Redundancy is provided by supplying
each bank of heaters from a different ESF bus.
An evaluation of the pressurizer heater capacity using concervative
assumptions has shown that one 200 kW bank of pressurizer heaters is
a
adequate to maintain natural circulation at hot standby conditions with
shown
has
evaluation
the
addition,
In
sufficient margin of RCS subcooling.
that a cooldown under natural circulation conditions does not present
conditions that would require the use of pressurizer heaters.

g

The San Onofre Units 2 and 3 pressurizer heaters, as presently designed,
comply with the above NRC position.
NRC Position 2:
Procedures and training shall be established to make the operator aware of
when and how the required pressurizer heaters shall be connected to the
emergency buses. If required, the procedures shall identify under what
conditions selected emergency loads can be shed from the emergency power
source to provide sufficient capacity for the connection of the pressurizer
heaters. (Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)

g)

*
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SCE Response:
The two banks of heaters fed from the Class IE power system are
automatically shed on diesel start signals from SIAS or EFAS. An override
will be provided to allow manual actuation of these heaters from the
control room. The design criteria to be utilized for the override switches
are included in Section 6 of this report. A safety grade low pressurizer.
level trip automatically protects the heaters in the event of decreasing
water level. Sufficient diesel generator capacity was provided in the
original station design to allow reconnection of the heaters to the diesel
generator without shedding other critical loads.

()

*)

Procedures and training will be established to make the operator aware of
when and how the required pressurizer heaters should be connected to the
emergency buses.
The manual override capability, procedures, and training will be
implemented prior to receipt of the operating license.

*)

NRC Position 3:
The time required to accomplish the connection of the preselected
pressurizer heaters to the emergency buses shall be consistent with the
timely initiation and maintenance of natural circulation conditions.
(Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
As discussed in the response to NRC Position 2 above, override switches are
being added to allow reconnection of the heaters to the emergency buses.
If the heaters are shed from the Class IE buses due to an SIAS or EFAS
signal, the heaters are available for immediate reconnection to the Class
IE bus from the control room. Accordingly the reconnection time is
consistant with the timely initiation and maintenance of natural
circulation conditions.
NRC Position 4:
Pressurizer heater motive and control power interfaces with the emergency
buses shall be accomplished through devices that have been qualified in
accordance with safety-grade requirements. (Schedule: Complete
implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
Pressurizer heater motive power currently complies with the above NRC
position. Control power interfaces will be accomplished through devices
which have been qualified in accordance with safetygrade requirements.
Implementation will be complete prior to the receipt of the operating
license.

*
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B. Positions on Power Supply for Pressurizer Relief and Block Valves and
Pressurizer Level Indicators
NRC Position 1:
Motive and control components of the power-operated relief valves (PORVs)
shall be capable of being supplied from either the offsite power source or
the emergency power source when the offsite power is not available.
(Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 do not utilize power-operated relief valves;
accordingly this item is not applicable.
NRC Position 2:
Motive and control components associated with the PORV block valves shall
be capable of being supplied from either the offsite power source or the
emergency power source when the offsite power is not available. (Schedule:
Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 do not utilize PORV block valves; accordingly this
item is not applicable.
NRC Position 3:
Motive and control power connections to the emergency buses for the PORVs
and their associated block valves shall be through devices that have been
qualified in accordance with safety-grade requirements. (Schedule:
Complete implementation prior to OL.)
g

SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 do not utilize PORV's or block valves; accordingly
this item is not applicable.
NRC Position 4:
The pressurizer level indication instrument channels shall be powered from
the vital instrument buses. These buses shall have the capability of being
supplied from either the offsite power source or the emergency power source
when offsite power is not available. (Schedule: Complete implementation
prior to OL.)
SCE Response:

S

The current station design complies with the stated position requirements.
Pressurizer level indication is provided by two redundant, Class IE powered
instrument channels. The buses have the capability of being energized from
either offsite power or the emergency diesel generators.

2-3

Section 2.1.2

-

Performance Testing for BWR and PWR Relief and Safety
Valves

NRC Position:
Pressurized water reactor and boiling water reactor licensees and
applicants shall conduct testing to qualify the reactor coolant system
relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions for design
basis transients and accidents. The licensees and applicants shall
determine the expected valve operating conditions through the use of
analyses of accidents and anticipated operational occurrences referenced in
Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures applied to these
analyses shall be chosen so that the dynamic forces on the safety and
relief valves are maximized. Test pressures shall be the highest predicted
by conventional safety analysis procedures. Reactor coolant system relief
and safety valve qualification shall include qualification of associated
control circuitry, piping and supports as well as the valves themselves.
(Schedule: Submit program description and schedule prior to OL and
complete test program by July, 1981.)
SCE Response:
A qualification: testing program of reactor coolant system relief and safety
valves under expected operating conditions for design basis transients and
accidents will be undertaken on an industry-wide generic basis rather than
by individual licensees. The Electric Power Research Institute has
developed such a program. Southern California Edison Company will assist
EPRI by providing financial support and technical assistance as requested
through the Combustion Engineering Owner's Group.
By letter dated December 17, 1979, Mr. William J. Cahill, Jr., Chairman of
the EPRI Safety and Analysis Task Force submitted "Program Plan for the
Performance Verification of PWR Safety/Relief Valves and Systems",
December 13, 1979. Southern California Edison endorses the EPRI Program
and considers the Program to be responsive to the above NRC position.
The description of the generic program contained in the EPRI report will be
used for discussions with the NRC staff to establish generic resolutions.
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 will comply with the schedule for completion of
the test program which is agreed to during the generic resolutions
meetings.

g*

*
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Section 2.1.3.a

-

Direct Indication of Power-Operated Relief Valve and
Safety Valve Position for PWRs and BWRs

NRC Position:
Reactor system relief and safety valves shall be provided with a positive
indication in the control room derived from a reliable valve position
detection device or a reliable indication of flow in the discharge pipe.
(Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 do not utilize power-operated relief valves.
installed on
Overpressurizaton is prevented by spring-loaded safety valves
has author
the pressurizer. The Combustion Engineering (CE) Owner's Group
ized CE to develop a generic functional design for a system that will pro
vide control room indication of the positions of the two primary safety
valves. It is expected that the design will utilize a safety grade acous
tic monitoring system on the piping downstream of the pressurizer safety
valves.
The functional design activities are scheduled to be completed by January
to receipt of the
1, 1980. The indication method will be implemented prior
operating license.
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Section 2.1.3.b - Instrumentation for Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling
In PWRs and BWRs

*

()

()

*)

4)

NRC Position 1:
Licensees shall develop procedures to be used by the operator to recognize
inadequate core cooling with currently available instrumentation. The
licensee shall provide a description of the existing instrumentation for
the operators to use to recognize these conditions. A detailed description
of the analyses needed to form the basis for operator training and
procedure development shall be provided pursuant to another short-term
requirement, "Analysis of Off-Normal Conditions, Including Natural
Circulation" (see Section 2.1.9 of this appendix).
In addition, each PWR shall install a primary coolant saturation meter to
provide on-line indication of coolant saturation condition. Operator
instruction as to use of this meter shall include consideration that it is
not to be used exclusive of other related plant parameters. (Schedule:
Develop procedures and describe existing instrumentation and install a
subcooling meter prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The procedures to be used by an operator to recognize inadequate core
cooling will be developed based on analyses being performed as required and
discussed in Section 2.1.9 of this report. The guidelines for the
procedures are being developed by the CE Owners Group, and will be
available by January 1, 1980, for discussions with the NRC staff to
establish generic resolutions.
A two-channel sub-cooled margin monitoring (SMM) system will be
incorporated into the San Onofre Units 2 and 3 design to provide on-line
control room indication of coolant saturation conditions. The design
criteria to be utilized for the SMM system are included in Section 6 of
this report. System implementation will be based on providing one
safety-grade channel per loop [i.e., one loop's process parameters (two
cold leg temperatures, hot leg temperature, and primary pressure) will be
channel A while the second loop will be channel B] by upgrading the present
control system temperature sensors from the hot and cold legs and utilizing
the present wide-range primary pressure sensors.
The SMM system and associated procedures to integrate the use of the SMM
system with the other related plant parameters will be developed and
implemented prior to receipt of the operating license.
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NRC Position 2:

()

()

Licensees shall provide a description of any additional instrumentation or
controls (primary or backup) proposed for the plant to supplement those
devices cited in the preceding section giving an unambiguous, easy-to
interpret indication of inadequate core cooling. A description of the
functional design requirements for the system shall also be included. A
description of the procedures to be used with the proposed equipment, the
analysis used in developing these procedures, and a schedule for installing
the equipment shall be provided. (Schedule: Submit new level instrument
design prior to OL, and complete installation by January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:

()

()

()

)

*)

The analyses and guidelines discussed in the response to NRC Position 1
above are being developed by the CE Owners Group to determine the need of
any additional instrumentation other than a subcooled monitoring system to
interpret indication of inadequate core cooling. Procedures and the
installation of any equipment deemed necessary by this evaluation will be
implemented prior to receipt of the operating license.
The evaluation includes the development of the functional requirements and
a conceptual design for a reactor vessel level measurement device. The
effort includes a survey of currently available technology and the
assessment of the feasibility of various alternatives. If reactor vessel
level indication is required by the generic resolutions discussions with
the NRC, the functional requirements and conceptual design will be
submitted for. proposal review by the NRC Staff prior to implementation.
The installation schedule, if the device is required, will be established
during the proposal review.
In addition to the above, an evaluation has been made to identify those
instrument channels that are desirable to support emergency procedures, and
the ranges over which each parameter should be monitored. The existing
pressurizer pressure, pressurizer level, and steam generator pressure
instrumentation ranges have been determined to be compatible with the wide
range requirements. Based on the results of the evaluation the indication
ranges of hot leg temperature, steam generator level, and core exit
temperature will be expanded. The design criteria to be utilized for the
wide range instrumentation are included in Section 6 of this report. The
implementation of the wide range instrumentation will be completed prior to
receipt of the operating license.
All new equipment will be Class IE and qualified to post-accident
as
requirements. The wide range hot leg instrumentation will be provided
2.1.1.
Section
in
discussed
system
monitor
part of the subcooled margin
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Section 2.1.4 - Containment Isolation Provisions for PWRs and BWRs
NRC Position 1:
All containment isolation system designs shall comply with the
recommendations of SRP 6.2.4; i.e., that there be diversity in the
parameters sensed for the initiation of containment isolation. (Schedule:
Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS) will be modified to
include diversity in the parameters sensed for initiation as recommended by
SRP 6.2.4. CIAS currently takes place on high containment pressure. The
modification will be to use the Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) as
the diverse method of providing containment isolation. This will, in
effect, utilize low pressurizer pressure as the diverse parameter.
The design change will be implemented by wiring modifications in the
termination cabinets of the ESF Auxiliary Relay Cabinets to provide for
actuation of all CIAS components on either high containment pressure or
SIAS. The design criteria to be utilized for this change are included in
Section 6 of this report.
The implementation of this design change will be completed prior to the
receipt of the operating license.
NRC Position 2:
All plants shall give careful reconsideration to the definition of essen
tial and nonessential systems, shall identify each system determined to be
essential, shall identify each system determined to be nonessential, shall
describe the basis for selection of each essential system, shall modify
their containment isolation designs accordingly, and shall report the
results of the reevaluation to the NRC. (Schedule: Complete
implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:

(*

A reanalysis is currently being performed to define the essential and
nonessential systems and the basis for selection for each essential system.
Based on the outcome of this review, override switches will be provided to
allow the operator to bring certain in-containment systems back into
service. The conditions for overriding and re-initiating these systems
will be specified in the operating procedures. This reanalysis is
scheduled to be completed by January 1, 1980.
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NRC Position 3:
All nonessential systems shall be automatically isolated by the containment
isolation signal. (Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
At the present time, the equipment that is actuated by isolation signals
are listed in Table 6.2-30 of the FSAR. As a result of the reanalysis
being performed to define the essential and nonessential systems, manual
override capabilities will be provided for selected components. The
override capabilities will be provided on an individual and/or group basis.
The reanalysis is scheduled to be completed by January 1, 1980. The
implementation of design changes, if any, will be completed prior to
receipt of the operating license.
NRC Position 4:
The design of control systems for automatic containment isolation valves
shall be such that resetting the isolation signal will not result in the
automatic reopening of containment isolation valves. Reopening of
containment isolation valves shall require deliberate operator action.
(Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
All valves actuated by the CIAS are electric motor-operated valves. The
design of the control systems for the valves is such that resetting of the
CIAS does not result in the automatic reopening of the valves. Deliberate
operator action is required to reopen the valves. The San Onofre Units 2
and 3 design complies with the above NRC position.
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Section 2.1.5.a - Dedicated Penetrations for External Recombiners or
Post-Accident Purge Systems
NRC Position:
Plants using external recombiners or purge systems for post-accident
combustible gas control of the containment atmosphere should provide
containment isolation systems for external recombiner or purge systems that
are dedicated to that service only, that meet the redundancy and single
failure requirements of General Design Criteria 54 and 56 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50, and that are sized to satisfy the flow requirements of the
recombiner or purge system. (Schedule: Provide a system description and
implementation schedule prior to OL and complete installation by January 1,
1981.)
SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 use two completely separate and redundant hydrogen
recombiners per unit located within containment for combustible gas
control; accordingly this item is not applicable.

2

()
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Section 2.1.5.b - Inerting BWR Containments
NRC Position:
It shall be required that the Vermont Yankee and Hatch 2 Mark I BWR
containments be inerted in a manner similar to other operating BWR plants.
Inerting shall also be required for near term OL licensing of Mark I and
Mark II BWRs.
SCE Response:
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 are Combustion Engineering PWR's; accordingly this
item is not applicable.

0
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Section 2.1.5.c - Capability to Install Hydrogen Recombiner at each Light
Water Nuclear Power Plant
NRC Position 1:
All licensees of light water reactor plants shall have the capability to
obtain and install recombiners in their plants within a few days following
an accident if containment access is impaired and if such a system is
needed for long-term post-accident combustible gas control.
SCE Response:
No action is required on this position requirement at this time as
discussed in the NRC letter dated September 27, 1979 to all pending
operating license applicants. The present design of San Onofre Units 2 and
3 includes two completely separate and redundant hydrogen recombiners per
unit located within containment.
NRC Position 2:
The procedures and bases upon which the recombiners would be used on all
plants should be the subject of a review by the licensees in considering
shielding requirements and personnel exposure limitations as demonstrated
to be necessary in the case of TMI-2. (Schedule: Complete the review of
procedures and bases for recombiner use prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The hydrogen recombiners for San Onofre Units 2 and 3 are located inside
the containment structure and are therefore shielded from operating
personnel. Consequently, personnel exposure is not a problem.
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Section 2.1.6.a - Integrity of Systems Outside Containment Likely to
Contain Radioactive Materials (Engineered Safety Systems
and Auxiliary Systems) for PWRs and BWRs
NRC Position:
Applicants and licensees shall immediately implement a program to reduce
leakage from sytems outside containment that would or could contain highly
radioactive fluids during a serious transient or accident to
as-low-as-practical levels. This program shall include the following;
1.

Immediate Leak Reduction
a. Implement all practical leak reduction measures for all systems
that could carry radioactive fluid outside of containment.
b. Measure actual leakage rates with system in operation and report
them to the NRC.

2.

Continuing Leak Reduction
Establish and implement a program of preventive maintenance to reduce
leakage to as-low-as-practical levels. This program shall include
periodic integrated leak tests at a frequency not to exceed refueling
cycle intervals.

(Schedule:

Complete implementation prior to OL.)

SCE Response:

*)

A systematic evaluation of systems located outside containment that would
or could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious transient or
accident will be made to reduce system leakage to as-low-as-practical
levels. A leak reduction program based on the results of the evaluation
will be established and implemented prior to receipt of the operating
license. The program will include preventive maintenance and periodic leak
tests at a frequency not to exceed refueling cycle intervals.

2

*)
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Section 2.1.6.b - Design Review of Plant Shielding and Environmental
Qualification of Equipment for Spaces/Systems Which May
Be Used in Post-Accident Operations
NRC Position:
With the assumption of a post-accident release of radioactivity equivalent
to that described in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 (i.e., the equivalent of
50% of the core radioiodine and 100% of the core noble gas inventory are
contained in the primary coolant), each licensee shall perform a radiation
and shielding design review of the spaces around systems that may, as a
result of an accident, contain highly radioactive materials. The design
review should identify the location of vital areas and equipment., such as
the control room, radwaste control stations, emergency power supplies,
motor control centers, and instrument areas, in which personnel occupancy
may be unduly limited or safety equipment may be unduly degraded by the
radiation fields during post-accident operations of these systems.
Each licensee shall provide for adequate access to vital areas and
protection of safety equipment by design changes, increased permanent or
temporary shielding, or post-accident procedural controls. The design
review shall determine which types of corrective actions are needed for
Complete the design
(Schedule:
vital areas throughout the facility.
Implement plant modifications by January 1, 1981).
review prior to OL.
SCE Response:
A radiation and shielding design review of the spaces around systems that
could contain highly radioactive materials is being performed assuming that
the equivalent of 50% of the core radioiodine and 100% of the core noble
gas is contained in the primary coolant. The design review also assumes
radiation levels are limited to less than 15 mr/hr for areas requiring
continuous occupancy, less than 100 mr/hr for areas requiring possible
frequent access, and less than 10 CFR Part 20 for other areas.
After the design review is complete, provisions will be made such that
there will be adequate access to vital areas and protection of safety
equipment. These provisions will include design changes, increased
permanent or temporary shielding, and/or post-accident procedural controls.
Items under review include revised procedures for shutdown cooling system
alignment and actuation, rerouting of the waste gas system back into
containment, and additional control room shielding.
The design review is scheduled to be completed by March 1980.
Modifications required by the review will be completed prior to receipt of
the operating license.

*
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Section 2.1.7.a - Automatic Initiation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
for PWRs
NRC Position:
Consistent with satisfying the requirements of General Design Criterion 20
of
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 with respect to the timely initiation
be
shall
requirements
following
the
system,
the auxiliary feedwater
implemented in the short term:
1.

The design shall provide for the automatic initiation of the auxiliary
feedwater system.

2.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be designed so
that a single failure will not result in the loss of auxiliary
feedwater system function.

3.

Testability of the initiating signals and circuits shall be a feature
of the design.

4.

The initiating signals and circuits shall be powered from the
emergency buses.

5.

Manual capability to initiate the auxiliary feedwater system from the
control room shall be retained and shall be implemented so that a
of
single failure in the manual circuits will not result in the loss
system function.

6.

The a-c motor-driven pumps and valves in the auxiliary feedwater
system shall be included in the automatic actuation (simultaneous
and/or sequential) of the loads to the emergency buses.

g*

*

g)

7.

The automatic initiating signals and circuits shall be designed so
that their failure will not result in the loss of manual capability to
initiate the AFWS from the control room.

In the long term, the automatic initiation signals and circuits shall be
upgraded in accordance with safety-grade requirements. (Schedule: Com
plete implementation of control grade prior to OL. Complete implementation
of safety grade by January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:

()

Consistent with satisfying the requirements of General Design Criterion 20
of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 with respect to the timely initiation of the
auxiliary feedwater system, the San Onofre Units 2 and 3 design meets the
requirements of the above position as follows:
1.

The automatic initiation of the auxiliary feedwater system is
described in FSAR Section 7.3.1.1.7. The parameters monitored are
steam generator level and pressure.

2.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits are designed so that a
single failure will not result in the loss of auxiliary feedwater
system function as described in FSAR Section 7.3.1.1.7.

()
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3.

Testability of the initiating signals and circuits is described in
FSAR Section 7.3.1.1.7.

4.

The initiating signals and circuits are powered from the 1E emergency
bus power supplies.

5.

Manual initiation of the auxiliary feedwater system is from main
control room panel CR-52&53. A single failure in the manual circuits
will not result in the loss of system function as described in FSAR
Section 7.3.1.1.7.

6.

The a-c motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump and valves are
automatically actuated and sequenced to the emergency bus as described
in FSAR Table 8.3-1.

7.

The automatic initiation signals and circuits are designed so that
their failure will not result in the loss of manual capability to
initiate the auxiliary feedwater system from the control room.

The San Onofre Units 2 and 3 auxiliary feedwater system, as presently
designed, meets safety-grade requirements and complies with the above NRC
position.
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Section 2.1.7.b - Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Indication to Steam Generators
for PWRs
NRC Position:
Consistent with satisfying the requirements set forth in GDC 13 to provide
the capability in the control room to ascertain the actual performance of
the AFWS when it is called to perform its intended function, the following
requirements shall be implemented:
1.

Safety-grade indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to each steam
generator shall be provided in the control room.

2.

The auxiliary feedwater flow instrument channels shall be powered from
the emergency buses consistent with satisfying the emergency power
diversity requirements of the auxiliary feedwater system set forth in
Auxiliary System Branch Technical Position 10-1 of the Standard
Review Plan, Section 10.4.9.

(Schedule:

Complete implementation prior to OL.)

*p

SCE Response:

g*

The existing auxiliary feedwater system design for San Onofre Units 2 and 3
steam generator.
provides one channel of safety-grade flow indication per
Each channel provides an indication of feedwater flow within an accuracy of
+ 10%. The instrumentation channels are powered from the safety grade
be
instrument buses. This preferred power source is considered to
consistent with the intent of the emergency power diversity requirements of
NRC Branch Technical Position 10-1 in that no failure in preferred offsite
or backup onsite sources (diesel generators) will cause a common mode loss
of all auxiliary feedwater flow indication.

()

To satisfy single failure criteria, a backup means for verifying auxiliary
feedwater flow is provided by four channels of narrow range safety-grade
level indication per steam generator plus two channels of wide range
safety-grade steam generator indication as discussed in Section 2.1.3.b of
this report.

*

The San Onofre Units 2 and 3 auxiliary feedwater system, as presently
designed, complies with the above NRC position.

*
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Section 2.1.8.a - Improved Post-Accident Sampling Capability
NRC Position:

g

()

A design and operational review of the reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere sampling systems shall be performed to determine the capability
of personnel to promptly obtain (less than 1 hour) a sample under accident
conditions without incurring a radiation exposure to any individual in
excess of 3 and 18-3/4 Rems to the whole body or extremities,
respectively. Accident conditions should assume a Regulatory Guide 1.3 or
1.4 release of fission products. If the review indicates that personnel
could not promptly and safely obtain the samples, additional design
features or shielding should be provided to meet the criteria.
A design and operational review of the radiological spectrum analysis
facilities shall be performed to determine the capability to promptly
quantify (less than 2 hours) certain radioisotopes that are indicators of
the degree of core damage. Such radionuclides are noble gases (which
indicate cladding failure), iodines and cesiums (which indicate high fuel
temperatures), and non-volatile isotopes (which indicate fuel melting).
The initial reactor coolant spectrum should correspond to a Regulatory
Guide 1.3 or 1.4 release. The review should also consider the effects of
direct radiation from piping and components in the auxiliary building and
possible contamination and direct radiation from airborne effluents. If
the review indicates that the analyses required cannot be performed in a
prompt manner with existing equipment, then design modifications or equip
ment procurement shall be undertaken to meet the criteria.
In addition to the radiological analyses, certain chemical analyses are
necessary for monitoring reactor conditions. Procedures shall be provided
to perform boron and chloride chemical analyses assuming a highly
radioactive initial sample (Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 source term).
Roth analyses shall be capable of being completed promptly; i.e., the
boron sample analysis within an hour and the chloride sample analysis
Complete the design review, prepare revised
(Schedule:
within a shift.
procedures and describe proposed modifications prior to OL. Implement
plant modifications by January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:
A design and operational review of the reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere sampling systems is being performed to determine the capability
of personnel to obtain samples in a timely manner during accident
conditions without exposing any individual in excess of 3 and 18-3/4 Rems
to the whole body or extremities, respectively. A review of the
radiological spectrum analysis facilities and chemical analyses will be
performed prior to receipt of the operating license to determine the
adequacy of the existing design. Any procedure revisions determined to be
necessary as a result of these reviews will be completed prior to receipt
of the operating license, with the plant modifications being completed
prior to receipt of the operating license.
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Section 2.1.8.b - Increased Range of Radiation Monitors
NRC Position 1:
Noble gas effluent monitors shall be installed with an extended range
designed to function during accident conditions as well as during normal
operating conditions; multiple monitors are considered to be necessary to
cover the ranges of interest.

)

a.

Noble gas effluent monitors with an upper range capacity of 105
microcuries/cc (Xe-133) are considered to be practical and should be
installed in all operating plants.

b.

Noble gas effluent monitoring shall be provided for the total range
of concentration extending from normal condition (ALARA) concentra
tions to a maximum of 10 5 microcuries/cc (Xe-133). Multiple
monitors are considered to be necessary to cover the ranges of
The range capacity of individual monitors should overlap
interest.
Complete installation by
(Schedule:
by a factor of ten.
January 1, 1981.)

SCE Response:
A noble gas effluent monitor will be provided such that the capability
exists to monitor the total range of concentration extending from normal
condition (ALARA) concentrations to a maximum of 105 microcuries/cc
The design criteria to be utilized for the monitor are included
(Xe-133).
in Section 6 of this report. Installation of the monitor and preparation
of associated procedures will be completed prior to receipt of the
operating license.

()

NRC Position 2:
Since iodine gaseous effluent monitors for the accident condition are not
considered to be practical at this time, capability for effluent moni
toring of radioiodines for the accident condition shall be provided with
sampling conducted by adsorption on charcoal or other media, followed by
onsite laboratory analysis. (Schedule: Complete installation by
January 1, 1981.)

)

*
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SCE Response:

*

Post-accident radioiodine samples will be obtained from the stack by
adsorption on silver zeolite cartridges. In addition, particulate samples
will also be obtained. These samples will be analyzed onsite. The
capability for onsite laboratory analysis of these cartridges during
accident conditions is currently being evaluated, and the results of this
evaluation, including a methodology for meeting the intent of the stated
position requirement, will be provided prior to receipt of the operating
license.
NRC Position 3:

*)

In-containment radiation level monitors with a maximum range of 108 rad/hr
shall be installed. A minimum of two such monitors that are physically
separated shall be provided. Monitors shall be designed and qualified to
function in an accident environment. (Schedule: Complete installation by
January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:

()

Two redundant, safety-grade radiation level monitors with a maximum range
of 108 rad/hr will be installed in containment. The design criteria to be
utilized for the monitors are included in Section 6 of this report. This
item will be completed by January 1, 1981, or prior to receipt of the
operating license, whichever is later.
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Section 2.1.8.c - Improved In-Plant Iodine Instrumentation
NRC Position:
Each licensee shall provide equipment and associated training and
concentration in
procedures for accurately determining the airborne iodine
during an
present
be
may
personnel
areas within the facility where plant
OL.)
to
prior
implementation
accident. (Schedule: Complete
SCE Response:
Portable battery-powered and a-c air samplers will be provided utilizing
silver zeolite cartridges for collection of airborne samples. This will
allow for separation of iodine activity from that due to noble gasses to
more accurately determine the airborne iodine concentration and thus
minimize the unnecessary use of respiratory equipment. Portable single
channel analyzers calibrated to detect Iodine-131 will also be provided to
allow expeditious analysis of sample cartridges.
The equipment installation and associated training and procedures for
of the
operating the equipment will be implemented prior to receipt
operating license.
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Section 2.1.9 - Analysis of Design and Off-Normal Transients and Accidents
NRC Position:
Analyses, procedures, and training addressing the following are required:
1. Small break loss-of-coolant accidents;
2.

Inadequate core cooling, and

3. Transients and accidents.
Some analysis requirements for small breaks have already been specified by
the Bulletins and Orders Task Force. These should be completed. In
addition, pretest calculations of some of the Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT)
small break tests (scheduled to start in September 1979) shall be
performed as means to verify the analyses performed in support of the
small break emergency procedures and in support of an eventual long term
verification of compliance with Appendix K of 10 CFR Part 50.
In the analysis of inadequate core cooling, the following conditions shall
be analyzed using realistic (best-estimate) methods:
1. Low reactor coolant system inventory (two examples will be
required - LOCA with forced flow, LOCA without forced flow).
2. Loss of natural circulation (due to loss of heat sink).

*)

*

()

These calculations shall include the period of time during which
inadequate core cooling is approached as well as the period of time during
which inadequate core cooling exists. The calculations shall be carried
out in real time far enough that all important phenomena and instrument
indications are included. Each case should then be repeated taking credit
for correct operator action. These additional cases will provide the
basis for developing appropriate emergency procedures. These calculations
should also provide the analytical basis for the design of any additional
instrumentation needed to provide operators with an unambiguous indication
of vessel water level and core cooling adequacy (see Section 2.1.3.b in
this appendix).
The analyses of transients and accidents shall include the design basis
events specified in Section 15 of each FSAR. The analyses shall include a
single active failure for each system called upon to function for a
particular event. Consequential failures shall also be considered.
Failures of the operators to perform required control manipulations shall
be given consideration for permutations of the analyses. Operator actions
that could cause the complete loss of function of a safety system shall
also be considered. At present, these analyses need not address passive
failures or multiple system failures in the short term. In the recent
analysis of small break LOCAs, complete loss of auxiliary feedwater was
considered. The complete loss of auxiliary feedwater may be added to the
failures being considered in the analysis of transients and accidents if
it is concluded that more is needed in operator training beyond the
short-term actions to upgrade auxiliary feedwater system reliability.
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*)

*p

g)

g)

()

()

Similarly, in the long term, multiple failures and passive failures may be
considered depending in part on staff review of the results of the
short-term analyses.
The transient and accident analyses shall include event tree analyses,
which are supplemented by computer calculations for those cases in which
the system response to operator actions is unclear or these calculations
could be used to provide important quantitative information not available
from an event tree. For example, failure to initiate high-pressure
injection could lead to core uncovery for some transients, and a computer
calculation could provide information on the amount of time available for
corrective action. Reactor simulators may provide some information in
defining the event trees and would be useful in studying the information
available to the operators. The transient and accident analyses are to be
performed for the purpose of identifying appropriate and inappropriate
operator actions relating to important safety considerations such as
natural circulation, prevention of core uncovery, and prevention of more
serious accidents.
The information derived from the preceding analyses shall be included in
the plant emergency procedures and operator training. It is expected that
analyses performed by the NSSS vendors will be put in the form of emer
gency procedure guidelines and that the changes in the procedures will be
implemented by each licensee or applicant.
In addition to the analyses performed by the reactor vendors, analyses of
selected transients should be performed by the NRC Office of Research,
using the best available computer codes, to provide the basis for compar
isons with the analytical methods being used by the reactor vendors.
These comparisons together with comparisons to data, including LOFT small
break test data, will consititute the short-term verification effort to
assure the adequacy of the analytical methods being used to generate emer
gency procedures. (Schedule: Analyses, procedural changes and operator
training shall be provided following the schedule in Table B-2 of
NUREG-0578.)
SCE Response:

(*

Southern California Edison Company is participating as a member of the
Combustion Engineering (CE) Owner's Group in the review of areas described
in the above stated position. The Owner's Group is performing generic
analyses, and developing procedure guidelines to address these areas as
discussed below:

(

1. Small break LOCA generic analyses have been completed and the results
provided to the NRC in CEN-114. Additional information on small break
LOCA was submitted in CEN-115 in response to I&E Bulletin 79-06C,
Items (2) and (3). Emergency procedure guidelines for LOCA have been
finalized and provided to the NRC. Plant emergency procedures
consistent with these guidelines for LOCA and operator training for
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 will be completed prior to receipt of the
operating license.

*)
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2.

Inadequate core cooling analyses have been completed and the results
provided to the NRC in CEN-117. The content of the report represents
preliminary guidance for operator recognition of the symptoms of
inadequate core cooling. Specific procedural guidelines based
on
these analyses will be developed in conjunction with the larger effort
on transient and accident analyses to assure that correct operator
actions required by the procedures are performed. Plant emergency
procedures and operator training for San Onofre Units
2 and 3
consistent with these guidelines will be completed prior to receipt
of
the operating license.

3. The response to transient and accident requirements is being developed
by the CE Owner's Group in conjunction with generic resolution
meetings with the NRC Bulletins and Orders Task Force. These
responses will be submitted on a schedule agreed to by that Task Force
and the CE Owner's Group. The response will include analyses
of
design basis events and revisions to emergency procedure guidelines.
Plant emergency procedures and operator training on the revised
guide
lines for San Onofre Units 2 and 3 will be completed prior to receipt
of the operating license.
4.

The effort to proceed with LOFT and Semiscale small break LOCA
methodology verifications has been authorized by the CE Owner's
Group.
The results will be submitted on a schedule agreed to between CE
and
the NRC.

2
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*

Section 2.2.1.a - Shift Supervisor's Responsibilities
NRC Position 1:
The highest level of corporate management of each licensee shall issue and
periodically reissue a management directive that emphasizes the primary
management responsibility of the shift supervisor for safe operation of
the plant under all conditions on his shift and that clearly establishes
his command duties. (Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The Vice President of Nuclear Engineering and Operations will issue a
management directive prior to receipt of the operating license and
annually thereafter to meet the above stated position requirement.
NRC Position 2:
Plant procedures shall be reviewed to assure that the duties, responsi
bilities, and authority of the shift supervisor and control room operators
are properly defined to effect the establishment of a definite line of
command and clear delineation of the command decision authority of the
shift supervisor in the control room relative to other plant management
personnel. Particular emphasis shall be placed on the following:
a.

The responsibility and authority of the shift supervisor shall be
to maintain the broadest perspective of operational conditions
affecting the safety of the plant as a matter of highest priority
at all times when on duty in the control room. The idea shall be
reinforced that the shift supervisor should not become totally
involved in any single operation in times of emergency when
multiple operations are required in the control room.

b. The shift supervisor, until properly relieved, shall remain in the
control room at all times during accident situations to direct the
activities of control room operators. Persons authorized to
relieve the shift supervisor shall be specified.
c. If the shift supervisor is temporarily absent from the control
room during routine operations, a lead control room operator shall
be designated to assume the control room command function. These
temporary duties, responsibilities, and authority shall be clearly
specified.
(Schedule:

Complete implementation prior to OL.)

SCE Response:
Administrative procedures will be reviewed and revised, as
assure that the duties, responsibilities, and authority of
supervisor and control room operators are properly defined
above stated position requirements. These procedures will
prior to receipt of the operating license.
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required, to
the shift
to meet the
be implemented

NRC Position 3:

)

Training programs for shift supervisors shall
emphasize and reinforce the
responsibility for safe operation and the
management function the shift
supervisor is to provide for assuring safety.
(Schedule: Complete
implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:

)

Training programs will be developed for the
shift
above stated position requirements. The programs supervisors to meet the
will be implemented
prior to receipt of the operating license.
NRC Position 4:

)

)

The administrative duties of the shift supervisor
shall be reviewed by the
senior officer of each utility responsible
for plant operations.
Administrative functions that detract from or are subordinate
to the
management responsibility for assuring the
safe operation of the plant
shall be delegated to other operations personnel
control room. (Schedule: Complete implementationnot on duty in the
prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The Vice President of Nuclear Engineering and
Operations will review the
administrative duties of the shift supervisor
prior to receipt of the
operating license and annually thereafter.
Any administrative functions
that are determined to detract from or are
subordinate to management
responsibilities for assuring safe plant
operation will be delegated to
other operations personnel not on duty in the control
room.
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Section 2.2.1.b - Shift Technical Advisor
NRC Position:
Each licensee shall provide an on-shift technical advisor to the shift
supervisor. The shift technical advisor may serve more than one unit at a
multi-unit site if qualified to perform the advisor function for the
various units.
The shift technical advisor shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent
in a scientific or engineering discipline and have received specific
training in the response and analysis of the plant for transients and
accidents. The shift technical advisor shall also receive training in
plant design and layout, including the capabilities of instrumentation and
controls in the control room. The licensee shall assign normal duties to
the shift technical advisors that pertain to the engineering aspects of
assuring safe operations of the plant, including the review and evaluation
of operating experience.
Based on a reassessment of the stated position requirement by the NRC,
entitled, "Alternatives to Shift Technical Advisors" (Enclosure 2 to the
NRC letter dated September 27, 1979 to all pending operating license
applicants) was also provided as additional guidance to meeting the intent
of the stated position requirement. (Schedule: Shift technical advisor
on duty prior to OL and completely trained by January 1, 1981.)

()

SCE Response:
A shift technical advisor (STA) will be provided to meet the intent of the
stated position requirement as clarified by the "Alternatives to Shift
Technical Advisors" contained in the NRC letter dated September 27, 1979.
The STA will have a bachelor's degree in a scientific or engineering
discipline or will have equivalent education and experience. The STA will
have received specific training in the response and analysis of the
station for transients and accidents and in station design and layout,
including capabilities of instrumentation and controls in the control
room.
The STA will be placed on shift and completely trained prior to receipt of
the operating license.

*

2

*
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Section 2.2.1.c - Shift and Relief Turnover Procedures
NRC Position:
The licensees shall review and revise as necessary the plant procedure for
shift and relief turnover to assure the following:
1. A checklist shall be provided for the oncoming and offgoing
control room operators and the oncoming shift supervisor to
complete and sign. The following items, as a minimum, shall be
included in the checklist:
a.

Assurance that critical plant parameters are within allowable
limits (parameters and allowable limits shall be listed on
the checklist).

b.

Assurance of the availability and proper alignment of all
systems essential to the prevention and mitigation of
operational transients and accidents by a check of the
control console (what to check and criteria for acceptable
status shall be included on the checklist);

c.

Identification of systems and components that are in a
degraded mode of operation permitted by the Technical
Specifications. For such systems and components, the length
of time in the degraded mode shall be compared with the
Technical Specifications action statement (this shall be
recorded as a separate entry on the checklist).

0

2. Checklists or logs shall be provided for completion by the
offgoing and oncoming auxiliary operators and technicians. Such
checklists or logs shall include any equipment under maintenance
or test that by themselves could degrade a system critical to the
prevention and mitigation of operational transients and accidents
or initiate an operational transient (what to check"and criteria
for acceptable status shall be included on the checklist); and

()

3. A system shall be established to evaluate the effectiveness of the
shift and relief turnover procedure (for example, periodic
independent verification of system alignments). (Schedule:
Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:

()

Procedures governing shift and relief turnover will be implemented to meet
the above stated position requirements prior to receipt of the operating
license.
In addition, a system will be established to evaluate the effectiveness of
the turnover procedures prior to receipt of the operating license.

()
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Section 2.2.2.a - Control Room Access
NRC Position:
The licensee shall make provisions for limiting
access to the control room
to those individuals responsible for the direct
operation of the nuclear
power plant (e.g., operations supervisor, shift
supervisor, and control
room operators), to technical advisors who
may be requested or required to
support the operation, and to predesignated
NRC personnel. Provisions
shall include the following:
1. Develop and implement an administrative
procedure that establishes
the authority and responsibility of the person
in charge of the
control room to limit access.
2. Develop and implement procedures that
establish a clear line of
authority and responsibility in the control
room in the event of
an emergency. The line of succession for
the person in charge of
the control room shall be established and
limited to persons
possessing a current senior reactor operator's
shall clearly define the lines of communication license. The plan
and authority for
plant management personnel not in direct
command of operations,
including those who report to stations outside
of the control
room.
(Schedule:

Complete implementation prior to OL.)

SCE Response:
Administrative procedures will be developed
and implemented to meet the
provisions of the above stated position requirements
prior to receipt of
the operating license.

*)
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Section 2.2.2.b - Onsite Technical Support Center
NRC Position:
Each operating nuclear power plant shall maintain an onsite technical
support center separate from and in close proximity to the control room
that has the capability to display and transmit plant status to those
individuals who are knowledgeable of and responsible for engineering and
management support of reactor operations in the event of an accident. The
center shall be habitable to the same degree as the control room for
postulated accident conditions. The licensee shall revise his emergency
plans as necessary to incorporate the role and location of the technical
support center.
Records that pertain to the as-built conditions and layout of structures,
systems and components shall be stored and filed at the site and
accessible to the technical support center under emergency conditions.
Examples of such records include system descriptions, general arrangement
drawings, piping and instrument diagrams, piping system isometrics,
electrical schematics, wire and cable lists, and single line electrical
diagrams. It is not the intent that all records described in ANSI
N45.2.9-1974 be stored and filed at the site and accessible to the tech
nical support center under emergency conditions; however, as stated in
that standard, storage systems shall provide for accurate retrieval of all
pertinent information without undue delay. (Schedule: Establish center
prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
An onsite technical support center (OTSC) will be established in the
visitor's viewing gallery (and the adjacent instrument laboratory)
overlooking the combined San Onofre Units 2 and 3 control room, which is
large enough to hold at least 25 persons and the necessary engineering
data and information displays. The OTSC will be habitable to the same
degree as the control room for postulated accident conditions.

)

Station records, including but not limited to, systems descriptions,
general arrangement drawings, piping and instrument diagrams, piping
system isometrics, and electrical drawings will be stored onsite. These
documents and records will be readily accessible to the OTSC under
.emergency conditions.
The OTSC will have the capability to display and transmit information
pertinent to plant status. Alternatives being evaluated include:

()

(1) Use of high resolution, remote scan and zoom, color, closed circuit
television cameras,
(2) Hard wired instrumentation and recorders monitoring vital station
technical data,

*

(3) A data acquisition system tied into the plant computer, or
(4) A combination of (1),

*)

(2) and (3).
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The OTSC will serve as the onsite implementation center for emergency
plans, and will have communication links with the control room, onsite
operational support center (see Section 2.2.2.c of this report), and the
offsite emergency operations center (see Section 3.3.3 of this report).
The emergency plans will be revised as necessary to incorporate the role
and location of the OTSC.
The OTSC will be established prior to receipt of the operating license.

*
0
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0
Section 2.2.2.c - Onsite Operational Support Center
NRC Position:

it

An area to be designated as the onsite operational support center shall be
established. It shall be separate from the control room and shall be the
place to which the operations support personnel will report in an emer
gency situation. Communications with the control room shall be provided.
The emergency plan shall be revised to reflect the existence of the center
and to establish the methods and lines of communication and management.
(Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
An onsite operational support center (OOSC) will be established in the
conference room of the administration, warehouse, and shop (AWS) building
at San Onofre Units 2 and 3. The OOSC is approximately 20 feet by 20 feet
and will serve as a "holding area" outside of the control room for shift
support personnel (other than those in the control room) to report to and
receive assignments. The OOSC will have communication capability with the
control room, and will also have access to the station documents and
records available to the onsite technical support center (see Section
2.2.2.b of this report). In addition, the San Onofre Emergency Plan will
be revised to reflect existence and function of the center.
Establishment of the OOSC and corresponding Emergency Plan revisions will
be accomplished prior to receipt of the operating license.
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Section 2.2.3 - Revised Limiting Conditions for Operation
of Nuclear
Power Plants Based Upon Safety System Availability
NRC Response:

()

*)

All NRC nuclear power plant licensees shall provide information
to define
a limiting operational condition based on a threshold
of complete loss of
safety function. Identification of a human or operational
error that
prevents or could prevent the accomplishment of a safety
function required
by NRC regulations and analyzed in the license application
shall require
placement of the plant in a hot shutdown condition within 8 hours
and in a
cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.
The loss of operability of a safety function shall include
consideration
of the necessary instrumentation, controls, emergency
electrical power
sources, cooling or seal water, lubrication, operating
procedures,
maintenance procedures, test procedures and operator interface
with the
system, which must also be capable of performing their
auxiliary or
supporting functions. The limiting conditions for operation
shall define
the minimum safety functions for modes 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 of operation.
The limiting conditions of operation shall require
the following:
1.

If the plant is critical, restore the safety function
(if
possible) and place the plant in a hot shutdown condition
within
8 hours.

2.

Within 24 hours, bring the plant to cold shutdown.

3.

Determine the cause of the loss of operability of the safety
function. Organizational accountability for the loss of
operability of the safety system shall be established.

4.

Determine corrective actions and measures to prevent recurrence
of the specific loss of operability for the particular
safety
function and generally for any safety function.

5.

Report the event within 24 hours by telephone and confirm by
telegraph, mailgram, or facsimile transmission to the Director
of
the Regional Office, or his designee.

6.

Prepare and deliver a Special Report to the NRC's Director
of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and to the Director of the appropriate
regional office of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.
The
report shall contain the results of steps 3 and 4, above,
along
with a basis for allowing the plant to return to power operation.
The senior corporate executive of the licensee responsible
and
accountable for safe plant operation shall deliver
and discuss
the contents of the report in a public meeting with
the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Office of Inspection
and
Enforcement at a location to be chosen by the Director
of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation.
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7.

A finding of adequacy of the licensee's Special Report by the
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation will be required before
the licensee returns the plant to power.

SCE Response:
No action is required on this position requirement at this time as
discussed in the NRC letter dated September 27, 1979 to all pending
operating licence applicants.

2

RESPONSE TO ADDITIONAL FOLLOWUP
RECOMMENDATIONS IDENTIFIED IN
THE SEPTEMBER 27, 1979 LETTER FROM
D. B. VASSALLO TO ALL PENDING OPERATING
LICENSE APPLICANTS
3.

*

*

3.1 - INSTRUMENTATION TO MONITOR CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS
DURING THE COURSE OF AN ACCIDENT

Section 3.1.1 - Containment Pressure Indication
*)

*h

NRC Position:
A continuous indication of containment pressure shall be provided
in the
control room. Measurement and indication capability shall include
three
times the design pressure of the containment for concrete, four
times the
design pressure for steel, and minus five psig for all containments.
The
design and qualification provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.97, including
qualification, redundancy, and testability, shall be met. (Schedule:
Complete implementation by January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:
Wide range containment pressure instrumentation will be installed
at
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 to meet the stated position requirements.
Two independent and redundant channels, powered by two independent
lE
vital bus power supplies, will be provided to measure containment
pressure
from -5 psig to three times the design pressure of the containment.
Both
channels will be indicated in the main control room with one
channel
recorded. The design criteria to be utilized for the containment
pressure
indication are included in Section 6 of this report.
The design and qualification provisions for post-accident monitoring
instrumentation, including qualification, redundancy and testability,
will
be met.
The implementation of the containment pressure indication will
be
completed prior to receipt of the operating license.
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Section 3.1.2

-

Containment Hydrogen Monitor

NRC Position:
A continuous indication of hydrogen concentration in the containment
atmosphere shall be provided in the control room. Measurement capability
shall be provided over the range of 0 to 10% hydrogen concentration under
both positive and negative ambient pressure. The design and qualification
provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.97, including qualification, redundancy,
and testability shall be met. (Schedule: Complete implementation by
January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:
The existing, redundant, safety-grade hydrogen monitoring system installed
at San Onofre Units 2 and 3 provides the capability to measure hydrogen
concentrations over the range of 0 to 10% by volume and to indicate and
alarm preselected concentrations in that range in the control room. The
further qualifications of this system are currently undergoing review in
light of information obtained from TMI-2, and any modifications deemed
necessary will be completed by January 1, 1981, or prior to receipt of the
operating license, whichever is later.

0
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Section 3.1.3 - Containment Water Level Indication
NRC Position:

()

(*

A continuous indication of containment water level shall be provided in
the control room for all plants. A narrow range instrument shall be
provided for PWRs and cover the range from the bottom to the top of the
containment sump. Also for PWRs, a wide range instrument shall be
provided and cover the range from the bottom of the containment to the
elevation equivalent to a 500,000 gallon capacity. For BWRs, a wide range
instrument shall be provided and cover the range from the bottom to 5 feet
above the normal water level of the suppression pool. The wide range
instrumentation shall meet the design and qualification provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.97, including qualification, redundancy, and testabil
ity. The narrow range instrumentation shall be qualified to meet the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.89 and shall be capable of being
periodically tested. (Schedule: Complete implementation by January 1,
1981.)
SCE Response:

*h

Two existing independent and redundant containment emergency sump level
channels, powered by two independent IE vital bus power supplies, provide
narrow range containment water level indications, from 0 to 9 feet. Both
channels are indicated in the main control room. One of the existing
channels will be recorded. The containment normal sump is also being
evaluated to assess the need for narrow range sump level instrumentation.
Two independent and redundant channels, powered by two independent 1E
vital bus power supplies, will be provided to measure containment area
wide range water level, from 8.5 to 20.5 feet, the latter of which
corresponds to greater than 600,000 gallons of liquid in the containment.
Both channels will be indicated in the main control room with one channel
recorded.
The design and qualification provisions for post-accident monitoring
instrumentation, including qualification, redundancy and testability, will
be met for both the narrow and wide range instrument channels. The design
criteria to be utilized for the containment water level indication are
included in Section 6 of this report.
The addition of the narrow range recording capability and the implemen
tation of the wide range level instrumentation will be completed prior to
receipt of the operating license.
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Section 3.2 - Reactor Coolant System High Point Vents
NRC Position:
Each applicant and licensee shall install reactor coolant system and
reactor vessel head high point vents remotely operated from the control
room. Since these vents form a part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, the design of the vents shall conform to the requirements of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 General Design Criteria. In particular,
these vents shall be safety grade, and shall satisfy the single failure
criterion and the requirements of IEEE-279 in order to ensure a low
probability of inadvertent actuation.
Each applicant and licensee shall provide the following information
concerning the design and operation of these high point vents:

()

1.

A description of the construction, location, size, and power supply
for the vents.along with results of analyses of loss-of-coolant
accidents initiated by a break in the vent pipe. The results of the
analyses should be demonstrated to be acceptable in accordance with
the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46.

2.

Analyses demonstrating that the direct venting of noncondensable
gases with perhaps high hydrogen concentrations does not result in
violation of combustible gas concentration limits in containment as
described in 10 CFR Part 50.44, Regulatory Guide 1.7 (Rev. 1), and
Standard Review Plan Section 6.2.5.

3.

Procedural guidelines for the operators' use of the vents. The
information available to the operator for initiating or terminating
vent usage shall be discussed.

(Schedule: Submit design description prior to OL; complete installation
by January 1, 1981.)
SCE Respoise:

g)

An RCS venting system designed to vent non-condensible gases from the
reactor coolant system during post-accident conditions will be installed
in San Onofre Units 2 and 3 prior to receipt of the operating license.
The design criteria to be utilized for the RCS venting system are included
in Section 6 of this report. The system will be safety grade and quali
fied commensurate with the requirements for the RCS pressure boundary.
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The vents will be located on the reactor vessel head and the pressurizer
and be capable of venting to the containment and/or the quench tank. The
vent line to the containment will terminate at a location where good
mixing with the containment air and cooling of the vent gases is provided.
The solenoid valves for this system will be powered with IE power from
different emergency buses to provide a degree of redundancy. The vents
will be capable of remote operation from, and valve position will be
indicated in, the control room. The vent system will be sized such that
leakage from a postulated line break will be less than the capacity of one
charging pump. Leak detection capability is discussed in the San Onofre
Units 2 and 3 FSAR Section 5.2.5.1. The design will include provisions,
such as removing power from the power-operated valves during normal
operation, for minimizing the probability of inadvertent actuation of the
system.
Final design of this system is scheduled to be completed by March, 1980.
Procedures addressing the use of the RCS vent system will be prepared
prior to receipt of the operating license.

3
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3.3 - EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS IMPROVEMENTS
Section 3.3.1 - Emergency Plan Conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.101
NRC Position:
Upgrade licensee emergency plans to satisfy Regulatory Guide 1.101, with
special attention to the development of uniform action level criteria based
on plant parameters. (Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
The San Onofre Emergency Plan complies with the requirements contained in
Regulatory Guide 1.101. The plan will be revised prior to receipt of the
operating license to make use of the upgraded uniform action level criteria
based on plant parameters. These action level criteria are currently under
development and will meet the intent of the requirements issued by the NRC
(NUREG-0610).
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Section 3.3.2 - Incorporation of Plant Instrumentation into Emergency Plan
Action Level Criteria
NRC Position:
Assure the implementation of the related recommendations of the Lessons
Learned Task Force involving instrumentation to follow the course of an
accident and relate the information provided by this instrumentation to the
emergency plan action levels. This will include instrumentation for
post-accident sampling, high range radioactivity monitors, and improved
in-plant radioiodine instrumentation. The implementation of the Lessons
Learned Task Force's recommendations on instrumentation for detection of
inadequate core cooling will also be factored into the emergency plan
action level criteria.
(Schedule: Complete design review, procedures, and description of proposed
modifications prior to OL. Implement plant modifications by January 1,
1981.)
SCE Response:
Information provided by plant instrumentation which will be used to follow
the course of an accident will be factored into the San Onofre Emergency
Plan action levels and corresponding plant modifications, if any, will be
completed prior to receipt of the operating license. Instrumentation for
post-accident sampling, high range radioactivity monitoring, inplant
radioiodine monitoring, and detection of inadequate core cooling will be
considered for inclusion in the action level criteria.

*
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Section 3.3.3

-

Emergency Operations Center Requirements

NRC Position:
Determine that an emergency operations center
for Federal, State and local
personnel has been established with suitable
communications to the plant,
and that upgrading of the facility in accordance
with the Lessons Learned
Task Force's recommendations for an in-plant
technical support center is
underway. (Schedule: (a) Designate location
and alternate location and
provide communications to plant prior to
OL, (b) Upgrade Emergency
Operations Center in conjunction with in-plant
technical support center by
January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:
(a) An offsite emergency operations center
for Federal, State and local
personnel has been established at the San
Clemente City Hall. The
emergency operations center will be provided
with a two-way automatic ring
down circuit to the San Onofre Units 2 and
3 onsite technical support
center (see Section 2.2.2.b of this report)
prior to receipt of the
operating license. SCE, in concert with
local authorities, is also
conducting a search for an appropriate
alternate emergency operations
center. This effort is scheduled for
completion by mid-1980.
(b) The emergency operations center will
be further upgraded if additional
requirements become known. For the present,
the established emergency
operations center meets all defined in-plant
requirements.
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Section 3.3.4 - Improved Offsite Monitoring Capabilities
NRC Position:
Assure that improved licensee offsite monitoring capabilities (including
additional thermoluminescent dosimeters or the equivalent) have been
provided for all sites. (Schedule: Complete implementation prior to OL.)
SCE Response:
Additional thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) monitoring locations will be
established prior to receipt of the operating license to meet this
requirement.
The additional locations which are being considered are modeled after the
revised technical position issued by the NRC Radiological Assessment Branch
for the environmental radiological monitoring program and would result in a
ring of TLD's at the site boundary and in the 4 to 5 mile range. Offsite
monitoring capabilities for San Onofre Units 2 and 3 are discussed in
Section 6 of the Environmental Report.

3

3-

Section 3.3.5 - Compatibility of Federal, State, Local, and Utility
Emergency Plans
*

()

NRC Position:
Assess the relationship of State/local plans to the licensees' and Federal
plans so as to assure the capability to take appropriate emergency actions.
Assure that this capability will be extended to a distance of ten miles.
This item will be performed in conjunction with the Office of State
Programs and the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. (Schedule: (a)
Against current criteria prior to OL, (b) Against upgraded criteria by
January 1, 1981.)
SCE Response:

*

*

*)

(a) The NRC has assessed and issued their concurrence with the State of
California Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan. In addition, the
NRC has recently assessed the relationship of these plans to the San Onofre
Emergency Plan and Federal plans. Southern California Edison is now
awaiting the results of that review and is cooperating with Federal, State
and local agencies to provide the capability to take appropriate emergency
actions. Any revisions determined to be required for the San Onofre
Emergency Plan based on this review will be completed prior to receipt of
the operating license.
(b) SCE has contacted State, County and local authorities and requested that
a joint revision of all emergency response plans be conducted to meet
upgraded criteria prior to receipt of the operating license. This will
establish new emergency planning zones in accordance with forthcoming State
and Federal requirements. Southern California Edison will cooperate with
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement to ensure compliance with this requirement.
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Section 3.3.6 - Test Exercises of Approved Emergency Plans
NRC Position:
Require test exercises of approved emergency plans (Federal, State, local
and licensees), review plans for such exercises, and participate in a
limited number of joint exercises. Tests of licensee plans will be
required to be conducted as soon as practical for all facilities and before
reactor startup for new licensees. Exercises of State plans will be
performed in conjunction with the concurrence reviews of the Office of
State Programs. As a preliminary planning bases, assume that joint test
exercises involving Federal, State, local and licensees will be conducted
at the rate of about ten per year, which would result in all sites being
exercised once each five years. Revised planning guidance may result from
the ongoing rulemaking. (Schedule: (a) Conduct Test of licensees
emergency plans prior to OL, (b) Conduct Test of State emergency plans
prior to OL, (c) Conduct Joint Test exercise of emergency plans (Federal,
State, local, licensee) for all operating plans within 5 years.)

*)

g

SCE Response:
(a) A test of the San Onofre Emergency Plan will be scheduled for
completion prior to receipt of the operating license.

)

(b) Southern California Edison will request that a test of the California
Emergency Response Plan be conducted concurrently with the San Onofre
Emergency Plan test.
(c) Southern California Edison will cooperate with the NRC and Federal
Agencies to schedule a joint test exercise of emergency plans prior to
receipt of the operating license.

*
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Section 4.1.1 - Containment Sump Pump Operation

g)

*

As a result of overfilling the RCS quench tank at TMI-2,
water accumulated
in the containment sump. Automatic operation of the containment sump
pumps with no containment isolation resulted in the
overflow
radwaste storage tanks and subsequent release of radioactivityof the
to the
environment.
The containment sump pump controls at San Onofre Units
2 and 3 are being
modified for manual operation only, with a low sump level pump trip.
The
associated containment isolation valves will automatically
close on CIAS,
as discussed in Section 2.1.4 of this report. The control
system
modifications will be completed prior to receipt of
the operating license.

0
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Section 4.1.2 - Pressurizer Level Indication
The differential pressure level indicators used on the San Onofre Units 2
and 3 pressurizers are calibrated based on temperature compensation to
account for the large difference between the hot leg and the reference
leg. A technical evaluation of the adequacy of the existing temperature
compensation of pressurizer level during anticipated operational
occurrences and design basis accidents has been made. The evaluation has
shown that the heating effects in the reference leg for the pressurizer
level instrumentation have been accounted for in the setpoints.
Based on the evaluation, no modifications to the pressurizer level
instrumentation are required.

*

*

*

*

*

~-

Section 4.1.3 - Anticipatory Trip on Loss of Feedwater

An evaluation of steam generator dryout time for San Onofre Units 2 and
3 has been performed. The evaluation addresses the relative impacts of
anticipatory reactor trips, the current emergency feedwater actuation
system design, and the potential impact of an anticipatory emergency
feedwater actuation signal on loss of feedwater.
The evaluation will be completed and any modifications shown to be
necessary will be implemented as soon as practicable.

4-

Section 4.1.4 - Control Room Display Improvements

()

An evaluation will be made of the current San Onofre Units 2 and 3 control
room design and the plant computer system. This evaluation will take into
consideration the signals recorded by the computer and the form of data
presentation. It will also consider location and layout of information
and control functions, the form and content of operating instructions, and
will stress the suitability of these functions for the decision making
process under normal and emergency conditions.
The control room panel layouts will be reviewed for logical nomenclature,
both functional and operational, to ensure consistent use of nomenclature.

*)

*)

The control room annunciator system will be reviewed for adequacy of
functional parameters monitored, functional grouping, prioritization, and
the appropriate reflash or redundancy capability. All remote annunciator
panels will also be reviewed for adequacy of functional paramenters
monitored, prioritization, requirements for control room annunciation, and
the appropriate reflash or redundancy capability.
The computer data base and application programs will be reevaluated for
adequacy of functional parameters monitored, compatibility of operator
utilized input and output status nomenclature with the control panel
annunciator, and other operator-equipment interfaces. The evaluation will
eliminate discrepancies between computer program and operator-utilized
nomenclature.
The unit operators will be included as a source of information utilized in
the evaluation of the control room display improvements.
The evaluation will be completed and modifications shown to be necessary
will be implemented as soon as practicable.
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Section 4.1.5 - Instrument Sensor Location

()

The location and qualification of instrumentation located inside
containment will be evaluated with respect to maximum containment water
level and whether the instrumentation will function submerged. Design
changes will be implemented as required to ensure instrument
functionability. The evaluation will be completed and modifications shown
to be necessary will be implemented as soon as practical.

4-

Section 4.1.6

-

Post-Accident Waste Holdup and Processing

The radwaste holdup and processing systems and the current post-accident
waste quantity assumptions for San Onofre Units 2 and 3 are being
reevaluated based on information obtained from TMI. This evaluation is
expected to be complete in the third quarter of 1980. Modifications shown
to be necessary as a result of the evaluation will be implemented as soon
as practicable. Consideration will be given to:
1. Use of additional permanent or temporary post-accident clean-up
systems.
2.

Effects of decontamination chemicals on the Radwaste System to
ensure such chemicals will not adversely impact system
performance.

3.

Containment penetrations to allow for installation of containment
gas clean up, including additional hydrogen recombiners and a
charcoal delay or cryogenic system.

4.

The capability to install portable, skid-mounted high level waste
processing systems for liquid, gaseous and solid waste.

5. The capability to install an alternate system for the draining of
the containment sumps.
6. The capability to install additional equipment for maintaining the
proper waste chemistry, thus reducing the chances for equipment
malfunction or failure.
7. The feasibility of cross-connecting the clean and dirty liquid
waste holdup and processing capacity.
8. The feasibility of additional connections from non-radioactive
waste systems to the radioactive waste systems. (Currently
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 turbine building sumps can be diverted to
radwaste.)

g*

9. The feasibility of adding process piping to allow for the
recirculation of waste back into the containment for decay.
10. The feasibility of installation of a hydrogen recombiner to the
Gaseous Waste System as a means to increase the effective storage
volume and allow for a longer decay time.

*

g)

11. The feasibility of connecting the vents from all liquid waste
tanks to the Gas Waste System so as to allow for the processing of
this gas prior to release.
12. The feasibility of adding remote indication and control
instrumentation to allow for the processing of higher activity
waste without increasing personnel exposure.
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Section 4.1.7 - Direct Valve Position Indication
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 presently have active components in the Engineered
Safety Features (ESF) and auxiliary feedwater systems linked to a "Bypass
Inoperable Status Panel" which indicates to the operator in the control
room the availability of power to the control circuit of each component
monitored. The lights are normally off and come on to indicate a loss of
power. Each redundant train is separately alarmed. SCE will evaluate
several aspects of this system for improvement including: (a) providing a
separate alarm if both redundant trains are inoperable; (b) providing
positive indication for all valves in a safety train that can affect
operability (this would include direct position indication using limit
switches); and (c) reviewing valve control logic schemes for erroneous
information indication under certain failure modes.
This evaluation will be completed and modifications shown to be necessary
will be implemented as soon as practicable.
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Section 4.1.8 - Post-Accident Effluent Releases
During the course of the accident at TMI, some radioactive releases
occurred. The principal sources of radioactivity released were from the
evolution of gases from water transferred into the auxiliary building; the
release of gases from holdup tanks; and leakage from the letdown system.
An evaluation will be performed on the potential of unplanned and
uncontrolled releases at San Onofre Units 2 and 3. This evaluation will
include: the leak tightness of containment penetrations for potential
radiological releases; the vents, drains, and potential leakage from
equipment expected to handle post-accident fluid to prevent uncontrolled
releases of activity; and guidelines for controlled releases of all plant
effluents. This evaluation will be completed and modifications shown to be
necessary will be implemented as soon as practicable.

4-

Section

4 .1.9

- Reactor Coolant Pump Trip and Upgrading

For a limited spectrum of small break LOCA's, continued operation of the
reactor coolant pumps (RCP) following a break may or may not be beneficial
to the mitigation of the event.
IE Bulletins 79-05C and 79-06C discussed the desirability of tripping the
reactor coolant pumps. Based upon the results of the analyses for small
break LOCA's described in Section 2.1.9 of this report, Southern California
Edison Company will evaluate the desirability of providing an automatic
reactor coolant pump trip following a specific range of small break LOCAs.
In addition, the potential benefits/implications of upgrading and modifying
the RCP's for post-accident operation to enhance mitigation of some LOCA's
will be evaluated. The RCP support systems required for continued RCP
operation are being evaulated in conjunction with Section 2.1.4 of this
report.
This evaluation will be completed and modifications shown to be necessary
will be implemented as soon as practicable.

4

Section 4.2.1 - Provisions for Notification of NRC
The NRC should be notified as soon as possible once it is determined that
the reactor is not in a controlled or expected condition of operation, and
open communications should be maintained for the duration of the event.
As recommended in IE Bulletin 79-06B, Item 10, San Onofre Units 2 and 3
Station emergency procedures will be revised prior to receipt of the
operating license to include provisions for notifying and maintaining
communication with the NRC within 1 hour of occurrence of a situation
involving uncontrolled reactor operation.
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Section 4.2.2

)

-

Improved Operator Training

In addition to the operator training improvements discussed in Sections 2
and 3 of this report, the following potential changes to personnel training
programs will be evaluated:
1.

Formal training of non-licensed plant equipment operators (PEO's) and
the requirement to pass an examination as a prerequisite to standing
watch. This training would provide the PEO's with general nuclear
power plant background and emphasize the importance of safety system
requirements, maintenance/clearance procedures, and alignments in the
area of the plant in which they are assigned responsibility.

2.

Participation of plant support engineers in the operator training
program.

3.

Providing training for plant maintenance personnel and technicians in
the area of clearance procedures.

4.

Providing an additional full shift of operators to permit more time
for retraining and reduction in shift duty.

In addition, the following recommendations will be evaluated:
1.

Formal establishment of minimum experience requirements for Senior
Reactor Operator and Reactor Operator applicants.

2.

Formal establishment of a requirement for instructors to hold Senior
Operator Licenses.

3.

Increasing minimum acceptable grades for plant administered (pre
licensing) examinations.

4.

Increasing scope of operator training to include thermodynamics and
hydraulics.

5.

Increased simulator training.

This evaluation will be completed and modifications shown to be necessary
will be implemented as soon as practicable.
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

5.0

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

This section summarizes the implementation schedule for modifications to
San Onofre Units 2 and 3 which are being implemented as discussed in
Sections 2, 3, and 4.

g)
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE SUMMARY

Sect.
No.
2.1.1

2.1.2

*

2.1.3.a

2.1.3.b

()

(

2.1.4

2.1.5.a

Title

NRC
Implementation
Category
(Note 1)

San Onofre
Implementation
Schedule

A

Prior to OL

A

January, 1980

Emergency Power Supply
Requirement
- Complete implementation
Relief and Safety
Valve Testing
- Submit program description and schedule
- Complete test program

By July 1981

Direct Indication of
Valve Position
- Complete implementation

A

Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

A

(See Text)

A
B

Prior to OL
(See Text)

NA

Prior to OL

Diverse Containment Isolation
- Complete implementation

A

Prior to OL

Dedicated H2 Control Penetrations
- Description and implementation schedule

A

(Note 3)

B

(Note 3)

A

(Note 3)

A

Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

A

March 1980

B

(Note 4)

Instrumentation for Inade
quate Core Cooling
- Develop procedures and
describe existing inst.
- New level instrument
design submitted
- Subcooling meter installed
- New level instrument
installed
- Wide range instrumentation

- Complete installation

)

2.1.5.c

(Note 2)

Recombiners
-

Review procedures and

bases for recombiner use
)

2.1.6.a

2.1.6.b

Systems Integrity for
High Radioactivity
- Immediate leak reduction
program
- Preventive maintenance
program
Plant Shielding Review
- Complete the design review
- Implement plant modifications

St
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Sect.
No.
2.1.7.a

2.1.7.b

2.1.8.a

2.1.8.b

Title

NRC
Implementation
Category
(Note 1)

San Onofre
Implementation
Schedule

A

Not Applicable

Auto Initiation of
Auxiliary Feed
- Complete implementation
of control grade
- Complete implementation
of safety grade
Auxiliary Feed Flow Indication
- Complete implementation
Post Accident Sampling
- Design review complete
- Preparation of revised
procedures
- Description of proposed
modification
- Implement plant modifications

B

(Note 3)

A

(Note 3)

A
A

Prior to OL
Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

B

(Note 4)

B
B
B

(Note 4)
Prior to OL
Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

High Range Radiation Monitors
- Installation complete

o Noble gas effluent
o Iodine effluent
o In-containment rediation
2.1.8.c

2.1.9

Improved Iodine Instrumentation
- Complete implementation
Transient & Accident Analysis

(Note 5)

Prior to OL

Shift Supervisor Responsibilities
- Complete implementation

A

Prior to OL

Shift Technical Advisor
- Shift technical advisor on
duty

A

Prior to OL

B

Prior to OL

Shift Turnover Procedures
-Complete implementation

A

Prior to OL

Control Room Access Control
- Complete implementation

A

Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

-

Complete analyses, proce-

dures and training
2.2.1.a

)

2.2.1.b

- Complete training

2.2.1.c
)
2.2.2.a
2.2.2.b
(

-

2.2.2.c

0)

Onsite Technical Support Center
Establish center

Onsite Operational Support Center
- Complete implementation
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Sect.
No.

Title

3.1.1

Containment Pressure Monitor
- Installation complete

3.1.2

3..2

San Onofre 2&3
Implementation

(Note 1)

Schedule

B

Prior to OL

B

(Note 4)

B

Prior to OL

A

March 1980

B

Prior to OL

Al

Prior to OL

A
A

Prior to OL
Prior to OL

A

Prior-to OL

B

(Note 4)

A

Prior to OL

B
B
B

(Note 4)
Prior to OL
Prior to OL

A

Prior to OL

Establish Emergency Operations Center
for Federal, State and Local Officials
- Designate location and
A1
provide communications
- Upgrade Emergency
B
Operations Center

Prior to OL

Improve Offsite Monitoring
Capability

Prior to OL

Containment Hydrogen Monitor
-

3.1.3

NRC
Implementation
Category

Installation complete

Containment Water Level Monitor
- Installation complete
RCS Venting
- Design submitted

- Installation complete
3.3.1

Emergency Plan Conformance
to Regulatory Guide 1.101

3.3.2

Incorporation of Plant Instrumen
tation into Emergency Plan Action
Level Criteria
- Post-accident

sampling

o Design review complete
o Preparation of revised
procedures
o Description of proposed
modifications
o Implement plant modifications
- High range radioactivity

monitors
o Methods for estimating
release
o High range monitors
- Noble gas
- Iodine
- In-containment

- Improved in-plant iodine
instrumentation
3.3.3

3.3.4

*
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Al

(Note 3)

Sect.
No.
)

3.3.5

3.3.6

NRC
Implementation
Category
(Note 1)

Title

Assure Adequacy of State/Local Plans
- Against current criteria
Al
- Against upgraded criteria
B

San Onofre 2&3
Implementation
Schedule
Prior to OL
Prior to OL

Conduct Test Exercises (Federal,
State, Local, Licensee)
- Test of licensees

Al

emergency plan
- Test of State emergency plans
- Joint test exercise of
emergency plans

Prior to OL

Al
B

Prior to OL
Prior to OL

4.1.1

Containment Sump Pump
Operation

NA

Prior to OL

4.1.2

Pressurizer Level Indication

NA

(Note 3)

4.1.3

Anticipatory Trip on
Loss of Feedwater

NA

(Note 3)

4.1.4

Control Room Display
Improvements

NA

(Note 4)

4.1.5

Instrument Sensor Location

NA

(Note 4)

4.1.6

Post-Accident Waste Holdup
and Processing
- Complete evaluation
- Complete modifications

NA
NA

September, 1980
(Note 4)

4.1.7

Direct Valve Position
Indication

NA

(Note 4)

4.1.8

Post-Accident Effluent
Releases

NA

(Note 4)

4.1.9

Reactor Coolant Pump Trip and
Upgrading

NA

(Note 4)

4.2.1

Provisions for Notification
of NRC

NA

Prior to OL

4.2.2

Improved Operator Training

NA

(Note 4)
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NOTES:
1. Category A:

Implementation complete by January 1, 1980, or prior to OL,
whichever is later.
Category Al: Implementation prior to OL or by mid-1980.
Category B: Implementation complete by January 1, 1981.

()

WA: Not applicable. These items were not included in the NRC
recommendations discussed in the September 27, 1979, letter to
all pending operating license applicants.
2. Test program will be completed by the date agreed to during the generic
resolutions meeting (refer to Section 2.1.2 of this report).
3. The present design of San Onofre Units 2 and 3 complies with the NRC
recommendations; accordingly no design changes are required.
4.

This item will be evaluated, and desired changes, if any, resulting from
the evaluation will be implemented as soon as practicable.

5. The NRC analyses and training schedule for Section 2.1.9 is given in
Enclosure 6 of the September 27, 1979 NRC letter to all pending operating
license applicants.
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SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA

SECTION 6
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA
The following design criteria is applicable to the
modifications described in
Table 6-1 as identified against the respective modifications.
1. Quality Class
0)

Four quality classes were established to identify the required quality
control and quality assurance procedures for structures,
components, and
systems relative to their importance to the safety
of the nuclear power
system. The quality classes are:
A.

0

Quality Class I
Those structures, components, and
systems that prevent the conse
quences of postulated accidents that could cause
undue risk to the
health and safety of the public.

B.

Quality Class II
Those structures, components, and systems not in
Quality Class I,
that are provided to mitigate the consequences of
postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk to the health
and safety of
the public.

)

C.

Quality Class III
Those structures, components, and systems not in Quality
II, whose limited damage could interrupt power generation Class I or
or
release radioactive materials to the environment
in excess of
normal average release limits, but not in excess of
licensed
release rates.

(
D.

Quality Class IV
Those structures, components, and systems not in
Quality Classes I,
II, or III, whose failure could inconvenience normal
plant
operation.

*)
2.

Seismic Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components
A three-level system is used for seismic classification
of plant struc
tures, components, and systems defined as follows:
A.

)

0

Seismic Category I
Those structures, components, and systems designed
to remain
functional if a design basis earthquake (DBE)
occurs. These plant
features are those necessary to ensure (1) the
integrity of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shutdown
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, or

6-1

(3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures
comparable to the guideline exposures of 10CFR100.
B.

Seismic Category II
Those structures, components, and systems that are not Seismic
Category I but whose limited damage could interrupt generation of
power.

C.

Seismic Category III
Those structures, components, and systems that are not Seismic
Category I or II but whose failure could inconvenience normal plant
operation.

3.

Single Failure Design
Items requiring single failure design shall be capable of withstanding a
single active failure without loss of function.

4.

Electrical Classification to IE
This classification is applied to electrical equipment and systems that are
essential to emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor
core cooling, and containment and reactor heat removal, or otherwise are
essential in preventing significant release of radioactive material to the
environment. Class IE systems and equipment criteria is described in IEEE
Standard 308-1974.

5.

Requirement to Operate from Emergency Power
Electrically operated equipment to be installed shall be operable from an
emergency power source.

6. Qualification
Equipment to be installed shall be designed to withstand the normal and
post-LOCA environmental conditions stated in FSAR Section 3.11.

6
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TABLE 6-1
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA
(Page 1 of 2)

Report
Section
No.

System/Component

-----

2.1.1

2.1.3.b

-

Emergency Power Supply
Requirement
- Associated electrical
and controls

Quality
Class
1.

Seismic
Category

Single
Failure
Design

Electrical
Class.

Operation
From
Emergency
Power

2.

3,.

4.

5.

6.

X

IE

X

X

IE

X

X

IE

X

X

X

II

I

II

I

Instrumentation for Inade
quate Core Cooling
- Subcooled margin

monitoring system
- Wide range hot leg
temp., SG level,
and core exit temp.
2.1.4

2.1.8.b

Qualification

Diverse Containment Isolation
- electrical modification

IIX

II

I

X

IE

X

II

I

X

IE

X

X

IE

X

High Range Radiation
Monitors
- Noble gas effluent

monitoring
-

In-containment radiation
monitoring

II

X

0

0

0

0

*

*

TABLE 6-1 (Cont'd)
SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA
(Page 2 of 2)

Report
Section
No n
No.

System/Component

Quality
Class
1.

3.1.1

3.1.3

3.2

Containment Pressure
monitor

II

Containment Water Level
Indication

II

RCS Venting

I/II/IV

Seismic
Category

SOperation
Single
Failure
Electrical
Design
Class.

2.

3.

4._*

I

X

IE
I

I

X
X

IE

I/III

X

IE

From
Emergency
Power

Qualification

5.

6.

X
x
X

X

